
It’s A Wind Up, Vintage 78

DJs, by the beach in Devon

WIND UPIt’s a
Music doesn’t have to be
all techno and electronic,

says Ann Beedham – take it
from DJs Matt and Annabel

who are entertaining
the crowds using old

fashioned gramophones
I

magine music drifting from an old gramophone,

as the latest 1920s record spins amid the potted

palms in the drawing room, or perhaps outside,

where flappers try out their new, racy steps on

sun dappled grass.

And who can forget the scene in Out of Africa

when Meryl Streep and Robert Redford play

Mozart beneath the stars? So romantic.

The sound of a crackling shellac 78rpm record is

such an evocative reminder of bygone days, but is still

an atmospheric way to hear old music today.

Excitedly putting the latest tune on the turntable

and winding it up, people in the 1920s and 30s heard

songs that may never make our CDs, but that are still

out there waiting to tickle the ears, sitting in dusty

cardboard folders in many an antique shop.

But now these songs are hitting the road – and

those old turntables – again.

When I tried a lovely 1930s cabinet gramophone,

I jokingly said all 30s DJs must have had RSI with all

that winding. But little did I know there is really a DJ

gramophone company out there: It’s A Wind Up.

Matt Nickson and his kindred spirit Annabel take

along their picnic-style wind-up gramophones to play

78s at various venues large and small.

Forget the Star Trek level decks with lights

and flashes and all that scratching. These DJs are

something different.

The old style player is hooked up to a modern PA

(Public Address) system. As Matt says, it’s the highest

“lo-fi” you’ll hear.

A wireless wonder
When youngsters hear the resulting big sound, they

can’t believe the DJs are using such an old piece of kit.

They think an iPod is stuck in there but it is just

a chunky old needle, shellac discs and an old style

speaker. No need for a plug or recharger – just keep

on turning that handle.

The sound from an old gramophone is pretty

amazing, even without the PA Matt and Annabel use.

And it is quite a while ago that the seeds of this

passion for shellac began.

Matt has had a long standing interest in music. He
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is a jazz musician and plays saxophone and flute. He instigated the Manchester Jazz

Festival in 1996, which is still going strong, and started Matt and Phred’s Jazz Club in

Manchester in 1999.

He has now left to go back to being a full time musician and develop the vintage 78

DJ business.

Labour of love
It was looking into the roots of jazz music that led Matt to buy old 78 records. Reading

of old musicians speaking about the music in the 1920s and 30s, when they wore a

record out in a day, was intriguing and he wanted to know how the songs sounded at

the time, on the equipment these musicians would use.

When Matt met Annabel five years ago, he used his trusty old wind up to do the

wooing. Sneaking it on a camping trip, he gave Nat King Cole a spin as he proposed.

And the song? When I Fall in Love, of course.

So as their love developed, so did the idea to do something more with this love of old

records and gramophones.

Annabel, who is Head of Research and Graduate Education at the University of

Huddersfield, has a love of fashion and vintage clothes and is also good at the patter

needed to be a DJ. It’s a Wind Up was born, with the couple going out on tour.

They use Annabel’s fashion skills to dress in period style, donning 20s and 30s clothes

and using props to add a bit of the atmosphere of the era. They have added their quirky

skills to many a wedding, and will be having a 50s style one themselves later this year.

Some bigger gigs have been a Christian Louboutin shoe launch at Harvey Nichols, the

River Cottage Christmas Fayre, a Manchester City players and wives event and a 1940s

New Year’s Eve party at The Castle pub in Manchester.

But smaller dos, corporate and charity events, birthdays and dinner parties are always

popular too. And of course, needing no plugs, a picnic gramophone is ideal for just

that, or a garden party or some other outdoor reception.

A wide range of music is played and the couple make an effort to meet any requests.

Matt likes jazz and blues and Annabel is more of a rock’n’roll fan.

They have about 10,000 records to choose from, stored in a garage, giving a whole

new meaning to garage music. The couple

buy from dealers and antique shops, but

also get a lot from friends and people who

see them at gigs. Their services are getting

more popular as people want something

a bit different to add to an event and

most of their bookings come from word of

mouth, though Twitter is a good source.

Much of the music played is remembered by the older generation, but the younger

people rediscover it too and usually love the old songs.

Matt and Annabel take at least two gramophones to each gig. To make sure there

is seamless playing and no waiting while they crank up the springs, they alternate

between them. Most 78 records are very short, so it takes two people to keep up all

that winding.

Songs played date from the 20s, up to as recently as the 60s. So it may be a spot of

Elvis, or lindy hop, crooners, blues, jive and swing to get you in the mood.

Looking after this equipment takes care, but it is in good hands with Matt and

Annabel, and Alan at The Vintage Wireless Company. Alan can provide refurbished

gramophones or fix problems and he also sells old radios. Needles come from Holland.

At the end of the evening it is the Harry Lime Theme that Matt and Annabel use as

their signature finishing song. And then it’s time for a little winding down... at least

until the next gig.

■ It’s A Wind Up, Vintage 78 DJs Matt and Annabel Nickson can be contacted on

07971805134 or vintage78dj@hotmail.co.uk

■ The Vintage Wireless Company, 174 Cross Street, Sale, Manchester, M33 7AQ,

0161 973 0438;

■ The Molly House, 26 Richmond Street, Manchester, M1 3NB.

It’s the
highest ‘lo-fi’
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